
INTELLIGENT 411 

Chapter 411 - 411: Genuine Antique 

Yu Qi did not pay attention to them. Bo Ya was guiding her to go to the things that came from her space. 

Feng Yue also did not pay attention to the shouting. She already got what she wanted for today. She 

would not spend more money today. Even though she did have money. 

'It is inside this shop.' Bo Ya pointed to the shop at the end of Antiques Street. It was a normal antique 

shop. 

"Yue, let's go inside that shop." Yu Qi told Feng Yue. 

"Okay." Feng Yue nodded. 

They entered the shop. They could see a lot of old things arranged on the display shelves. Yu Qi was 

looking for something. Bo Ya told the energy that he felt was around her. Then Bo Ya shouted in 

excitement. 

"Master, that bracelet!!! It is from your space." Bo Ya said. 

Yu Qi saw the bracelet. It was a bracelet made from small dark green beads. Yu Qi touched it and she 

could feel a wave of energy flew inside her hand. She recognized the energy. It was indeed the energy 

from her space. 

She immediately showed the bracelet to the old man who was sitting at the counter. 

"Sir, I want to purchase the bracelet." Yu Qi said to the old man. 

"900 RMB. Take it or leave." The old man stated the price. 

"Okay." Yu Qi made the payment. 

After settling the payment, they went out of the shop. 

"Let's go to the appraisal shop to check the dragon cup." Yu Qi suggested. "However, what if this dragon 

cup is a fake?" 

"I have bought it because it looks amazing. Not because it is antique. I will just tell grandpa about it." 

Feng Yue said. 

Yu Qi nodded while smiling. They entered the appraisal shop. The shop assistant greeted them. 

"Hello, young misses. How can I help you ?" The shop assistant said while smiling. 

"We have an item to ask for an appraisal. Are you available now?" Feng Yue asked. 

"Oh, wait for the minute. I will ask Elder Gong about this." The shop assistant left and entered the room. 

After 5 minutes, the shop assistant appeared with an old man. This old man must be Elder Gong that the 

shop assistant mentioned just now. 

"Young Misses, this is Elder Gong. He will be doing the appraisal for your item." The shop assistant said. 



"Hello, Elder Gong." Yu Qi and Feng Yue greeted Elder Gong. 

"Hmm... Let's go to that room." Elder Gong pointed to the room. 

"Okay." 

They entered the room. There were a table, chairs and some tools on the table that the girls did not 

recognize them. Elder Gong asked them to sit. 

"Where is the item that you want me to appraisal?" Elder Gong asked. 

Feng Yue took out the dragon cup and placed it in front of Elder Gong. Elder Gong took it and looked at 

the dragon cup using his small lamp. Yu Qi and Feng Yue waited for him to finish. 

The more he looked, the more he was amazed by the dragon cup. The girl in front of him really got her 

hand on a treasure. He could not hold by his smile. 

"Young girl, you pick up a treasure." Elder Gong said. 

"Really?" Feng Yue was very happy to hear it. 

"Yeah. This dragon cup was from the Jin Dynasty. It made from copper around 500 years ago. I guess it 

belonged to a king or a nobleman in that era. It worth about 50 million." Elder Gong explained. 

"My luck is good today. Probably, because, I am with you, Yu Qi." Feng Yue hugged Yu Qi. 

"It is your luck. Not mine." Yu Qi pushed Feng Yue's forehead. 

"Sir, how much is the fee?" Yu Qi turned to Elder Gong and asked about it. 

"It is a 1K RMB." Elder Gong said. 

"Let's go out and pay it. I'm hungry." Feng Yue smiled. 

Elder Gong took the picture of the dragon cup saying it was for their record. Then he gave it back to 

Feng Yue. 

Feng Yue went out to settle the payment. The shop assistant was waiting at the counter. 

"How is it? Is it genuine?" The shop assistant asked. 

"My luck is very good today since my best friend is here." Feng Yue was happy while answering the shop 

assistant's question. 

From Feng Yue's answer, the shop assistant could guess that the item that she bought was a genuine 

one. 

"Give it to me. I will hold it for you." Yu Qi said. 

"Oh, okay." Feng Yue gave the dragon cup to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi asked the shop assistant about the toilet. Yu Qi went to the toilet. She wanted to store the dragon 

cup in her space for safety. If something occurred, the dragon cup would be safe since no one would get 

the dragon cup without her consent. 



"Yu Qi. Let's go eat." Feng Yue went to Yu Qi when she saw Yu Qi's figure. 

"Okay." 

The two of them left the appraisal shop. They walked around the Antique Street. People kept staring at 

them. Even though Feng Yue thought she was good in self defence, she could not help but feel scared 

when the men were staring at her like that. She felt they were looking through her clothes. It was very 

disgusting thought to a woman. She unconsciously grabbed Yu Qi's hand. 

Yu Qi just smiled when she felt Feng Yue grabbing her. She then turned around and gave a chilly look to 

these men. The men that just looked at the girls felt scared when they saw the look at one of the 

beautiful girls. How could a beautiful like her had such a terrifying look on her face? 

They were about to leave Antique Street when suddenly a group of men appeared in front of them and 

blocked their way out. 

Chapter 412 - 412: The Bone Cracking 

Yu Qi narrowed her eyes after seeing this scene in front of them. She then sighed. This always happened 

to her. 

"My ladies, give us the cup that you have bought earlier. Otherwise, you know...." The man threatened 

the girls. 

"Oh, why do you want the cup?" Yu Qi asked. 

She thought she knew why this group of men wanted the dragon cup. They knew that it was a genuine 

cup. Since someone from the appraisal shop leaked the information to those men so that they could 

grab this dragon cup from the girls. 

"You don't need to know it. Hand it to me right now." The man asked for the dragon cup again. 

"Yu Qi, what should we do?" Feng Yue whispered. 

Yu Qi observed men. There were 5 of them. She could handle them. She just afraid that while she was 

occupied with the other men, another would attack Feng Yue. 

"Do you think you can handle one or two of them?" Yu Qi whispered back. 

"Probably." Feng Yue answered. She had been training with a great general and major general since she 

was a child. She thought she could handle one man that trained or two if they were a normal man. 

"Then, good. Standby. If they attack you, fight them." Yu Qi said. 

"Okay." Feng Yue nodded. 

"What are you whispering about? Just give me the cup." The man shouted. 

The people in the Antique Street just looking at the girls and the men. They could not help because the 

gang was a local gang here that always robbed someone who had got the genuine antique. They were 

afraid if they helped the girls, they might be in the problem. The girls must have bought something that 

genuine. 



"We can call the police, right?" 

"If you want to call, make sure the gang must not see you, otherwise..." One of the onlookers makes the 

sign by crossing his hand to his neck. 

"Ok." The man went to a hidden place to help the police. 

"That cup is ours. Why should we give it to you?" Yu Qi sneered. 

"This girl... You really want a hard way. Now, I change my mind. After getting the cup, we will have fun 

with the two of you." The man gave a l.u.s.t look to Yu Qi and Feng Yue. 

The other men in the gang licked their lips and also gave a l.u.s.tfully look to them. 

"You wonder if you can..." Yu Qi snorted. 

"Brother, find the cup. The girl is the one to keep the cup." The man pointed to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi's eyes flashed for one second. Her thought about the appraisal shop leaked the information was 

true indeed. It was that shop assistant. Only he one knew that she was the one keeping the dragon cup. 

The men wanted to grab Yu Qi. Yu Qi kicked the head of one of them. He was automatically knock-out. 

Without waste any time, Yu Qi kicked the second man. This time, she kicked his shoulder. The crack 

sound could be heard. 

"Arghh!!!" The man that his shoulder been kicked was shouted in pain. 

After dealing with the second man, Yu Qi kicked the third man at his stomach. The man sprayed out the 

blood from his mouth. Probably his rib was broken. 

One of them wanted to grab Feng Yue. He thought Feng Yue was harmless. The moment the man 

reached out for her, Feng Yue grabbed the hand, hit the hand with her knee. Another crack sound 

heard. 

"Argh!!! My hand!!!" The man screamed while holding his hand. He could see his hand was hanging. 

Then man that talking just now had a horror look on his face. He wanted to run away. 

"Where do you think you want to go, hmmm...?" Yu Qi blocked his way out and gave another kick on the 

man face. 

His nose broke. Due to the intense pain, he passed out. 

"And done." Yu Qi took a deep breath. 

Yu Qi turned to Feng Yue. "Are you okay, Yue?" 

"Hmm... I'm fine. Breaking someone's arm is indeed fun." Feng Yue made a comment. 

"Are they really girls ?" 

"They just broke someone like that." 

"It must be hurting." 



"I can hear the crack sound just now." 

A lot of mumbling could be heard. The onlookers were discussing how the girls beat the five men just 

like that. Especially the one with a chilly look on her face. It was terrifying. 

Yu Qi chuckled. "Now, let's call the ambulance and police." 

Just she about to make a call, they could hear the police siren. "Oh, they are already here." 

"Someone probably has called them, I guess." Feng Yue said. 

"What... Just... Happened... Here...?" The policemen were astonished when seeing the scene in front of 

them. 

They had received the call from someone saying that the group of men wanted to rob two girls at the 

Antiques Street. However, when they arrived at the scene, they saw something different. Five of the 

men were on the ground. The two of them were unconscious while three of them were m.o.a.ning in 

pain. 

"Well, they want to rob us, so, we beat him." Yu Qi explained to them. 

"Oh, I see." That was the only words that came out from the policemen when hearing Yu Qi's 

explanation. 

"I want to inform that they have another member." Yu Qi said. 

"Eh, they have? Where is him?" Feng Yue did not notice that the five of them had another member. 

"Let's go, Sir. I will show him to you." Yu Qi said to the policemen. 

Before the policeman followed Yu Qi, he asked his subordinates to handle the situation here. They 

walked to the appraisal shop. When Yu Qi and Feng Yue stepped in, the shop assistant froze. He did not 

expect to see the girls here again. Then he saw the policeman behind them. He was panicked. He 

wanted to escape. 

"You can't go anywhere." Yu Qi blocked him and made him submitted by pressing him onto the ground. 

Elder Gong came out from the back room when he heard some noise in front. 

"Eh, you are here again. What is this situation? What are you doing to Cho So?" Elder Gong asked many 

questions. 

Yu Qi handed the man to the policeman. The policeman handcuffed Cho So, the shop assistant. 

"Actually, Elder Gong, we were about to be robbed by some men. The thing that they want is the dragon 

cup." Yu Qi began to tell them. 

"What? That dragon cup? Is it safe?" Elder Gong asked. 

"It is safe in my hand. I just wanted to ask Elder Gong. Does your shop leak the information to other 

people about the dragon cup?" Yu Qi posed a question. 

"Of course not. We don't leak the information to others." Elder Gong quickly denied that. 



"But your shop assistant did." Yu Qi glanced to Cho So. 

"He did? How do you know?" Elder Gong asked. 

"It is not that long after we left your shop and met those men. They asked specifically for the dragon 

cup. When we were in your shop, there was no customer here. Only you and Elder Gong. And I know he 

is the one who leaked the information because of those robbers knew that I was the one who kept the 

dragon cup. I took the dragon cup from my friend in front of him. Only he knows that." Yu Qi glared to 

the man. 

"Cho So, you..." Elder Gong frowned. 

He remembered whenever someone came with items to appraisal. When the items were proved to be 

genuine, they would be robbed. He did not expect that his shop assistant leaked the information to 

others. They must be working together. 

"Tsk... I never expect to be caught today. What rotten luck." Cho So clicked his tongue. 

"You... You..." Elder Gong felt very angry. "Take him away." 

"Sir, I will hand him to you." Yu Qi said. 

"Yes. However, we need you to come to the police station to give your statement." The policeman said. 

"We will go later." Yu Qi nodded. 

The policeman left with the handcuffed Cho So. 

"Elder Gong, we will excuse ourselves." Feng Yue nodded to Elder Gong. 

"Okay." Elder Gong waved his hand. 

Yu Qi called Uncle Guan to take them to the police station. Uncle Guan was shocked when he heard 

something like that happened to his young miss when she was under his care. Yu Qi told him that he did 

not need to worry since they already took care of the robbers. 

The girls went to the police station to give them the statement. After settling the things at the police 

station, they went back. Feng Yue was hungry but she did not want to eat outside. Better eat at home. 

When they got home, the two aunties inspected their body up and down. Apparently, Uncle Guan told 

them about today's incident to them. They were very worried when they heard about it. Yu Qi assured 

the two aunties that they were okay, safe and sound. The ones were not okay was the robbers. They 

probably were laying down on the hospital bed, right now. 

Chapter 413 - 413: Blessed With Spirit Energy 

Since Feng Yue slept with Yu Qi in the night, Yu Qi could not enter her space with her body. In order to 

take out the dragon cup, she needed to enter with her body. So, during the shower, she took the 

opportunity to enter the space. 

"Oh, master, you are in." Bo Ya greeted Yu Qi. He was taking care of the herb garden and felt his master 

entered the space. 



"I just wanted to take the dragon cup out." Yu Qi told her purpose. 

"Master, you can make the dragon blessed with spirit energy." Bo Ya said while looking at the dragon 

cup. 

"How can we achieve that?" Yu Qi felt interested to know about the method. 

"You just soak the dragon cup in the lake water for about 2 hours." Bo Ya said. 

"Really?" Yu Qi felt excited. Then everything... 

However, Bo Ya said the next sentence destroyed all of Yu Qi's thought. 

"The item must be within in age of 50 years old from it starts to exist." Bo Ya told her. 

"Oh, I see." Yu Qi felt a little bit disappointed when hearing that. 

'Well, let's forget about that and focus on this dragon cup. Bo Ya said it needed to be soaked in the 

water lake. Should I directly put the dragon cup in the lake or what? If it sinks, it becomes a trouble to 

get it back.' 

"Bo Ya, should I put into the lake directly or should I use a container to fill the water first and then put it 

inside the container?" Yu Qi asked since she did not sure which one was the right method. 

"You can use the container, Master." Bo Ya said. 

So, Yu Qi went to her kitchen and got a medium container, filled it with the water lake and put the 

dragon cup inside the container. So, she needed to wait for about 2 hours meaning 0.6 hours outside 

her space. 

"Okay. I get time. Bo Ya, I will cook for you." Yu Qi turned and walked to the kitchen. 

"Oh, yes! I can eat what my Master cook for today." Bo Ya shouted in excitement. 

When Aoi heard about this, he was very jealous. He could not enter the space without Yu Qi's help. He 

should have followed Yu Qi when she had entered the space just now. 

Yu Qi cooked some dishes for Bo Ya and Bo Ya ate them happily. She did not eat since she would be 

eating dinner with others later. She did not want her stomach full. 

The two hours passed. Yu Qi went to take the dragon cup. She was very mesmerized with what she saw. 

The dragon cup was shining beautifully. 

"It is a success then." Bo Ya commented. 

Yu Qi took it out from the container. The shining already missing but it was still beautiful. 

"It is normal to lose its shine after you take it out. But the spirit energy is still there." Bo Ya explained 

when seeing Yu Qi's questioning face. 

"I see." Yu Qi nodded. "Then I will be going out." 

Yu Qi came out from the space. She heard the knocks on her bathroom. 



"Yu Qi, are you okay? It has been so long." Feng Yue called her name. 

Yu Qi was in the bathroom for about 45 minutes. She was worried as did not hear any sound coming 

from the bathroom. 

"I'm okay. I just fall in sleep while dozing off." Yu Qi answered. 

Feng Yue took a relieved breath when she heard Yu Qi's voice. 

"Dinner is ready." Feng Yue said. 

"Okay. I will be there." Yu Qi took a quick shower. 

After that, she went down to the dining room. In the dining room, Grandpa, Tang Jung Wen, Ming Yue, 

Su Xiao, and Tang Han Lee were there. 

"Others are on call?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Yeah. Well, as for Qin Hao, you know him." Su Xiao made a face while mentioning her only son. 

"At least we know where he is." Yu Qi chuckled. 

"Today's incident, are you two really okay?" Tang Jung Wen asked. 

"Yes, Uncle Jung Wen. I'm fine." Yu Qi nodded. 

"I'm fine too, Uncle Jung Wen. But..." Feng Yue paused for a moment. 

They looked at Feng Yue waiting for her to continue her sentence. 

"It was fun. I broke one of his arms. Crack... I can still remember the sound." Feng Yue mentioned about 

it excitedly. 

The others except for Yu Qi and Grandpa Tang were dumbfounded when they heard her words. They 

thought she would say something that she was scared, the man was dangerous. They never thought she 

felt t different way. 

Grandpa Tang laughed. "Old Feng called me just now. Saying he thought his granddaughter would be 

scared of going out. But you said you felt excited when beating up someone." 

"Yeah. He asks me to return back to the Feng Main House since he could not return to Shiwa Town. Hell 

no. I don't want to live there. I'm rather going to my grandpa." Feng Yue rolled her eyes remembering 

that Grandpa Feng asked her to return to her father's house. 

"I don't mind you stay here. But you would be bored since Yu Qi will be going to the hospital and 

attending the driving school." Ming Yue said. 

"It is much better than returning to the main residence." Feng Yue shook her head. 

"Feng Girl, I don't mind having you around in the house." Grandpa Tang knew Feng Yue's situation. She 

would be safe here instead of that place. 

Chapter 414 - 414: Her Choice 



The retirement party of Great General Long Fei Yi would be held tomorrow night. Grandpa Tang, Ming 

Yue, Tang Jung Wen and Su Xiao were free to go. Tang Jang Qin and Tang Han Lee were on call. Tang Qin 

Hao rejected to go to the party, which was normal. As for Tang Jin Wei, he did not have time to party as 

he was having trouble getting his love girl. 

Feng Yue went back to her Grandpa Long's house after spending a week at Tang House. She did not 

want to return to Feng Main House as her grandfather had requested. Great General Long Fei Yi invited 

Feng Grandpa but he did not want to see the ex-husband of his daughter. Feng Yue was happy about it. 

She heard from her Grandpa Feng that the stepsister of her, Feng Ma Ri was begging him to bring her to 

the party if there was a party held. Feng Yue did not say much to her Grandpa Feng but said that 

'Grandpa doesn't like her, so think about it.' Feng Yue gave warning to her Grandpa Feng that 'don't 

expect him to be nice to other Feng Family members.' 

Grandpa Feng understood. He already long knew that that Great General Long Fei Yi did not like his son 

after knowing that his son cheated on his daughter in law before she died. 

Yu Qi in her room was currently trying to select her dress for the party. Since she was adopted by 

Grandpa Tang, her two aunties liked to buy a one-piece dress for her. So, she had a lot of dresses to 

choose from. But she could not make any decision since there were a lot of choices. 

Suddenly her eyes laid on one dress. It was a dark maroon long dress. Seeing this dress brought back the 

memories. Memories that made her felt very shy while reminiscing about it. This dress was bought by 

Long Hui. 

While trying the dress, the zip was stuck making it impossible to zip it up. So, she called Long Hui to help. 

During his help, he took an opportunity to kiss her back. She could still remember the sensation that she 

felt back there. 

It was a good time to put on the dress that Long Hui had got for her. As for accessories, she took out her 

blood jade necklace that she brought and blood jade earing that she got from Long Hui. It was a good 

match. 

Auntie Ming Yue and Auntie Su Xiao came to her room. They wanted to see the dress that Yu Qi would 

be wearing. If she had not made any choice yet, they would be helping her choosing for her. When they 

saw the dress, they felt it was a good choice. 

However, they did not remember buying this dress for her. And they did not think that Yu Qi bought it 

herself since they knew that their niece did not like to waste her money on clothing. Yu Qi in a shy 

expression said that Long Hui had bought it for her. Her two aunties immediately praised Long Hui, 

saying that he had a good eye choosing such a nice dress for their niece. 

..... 

"Master, you look very stunning." Aoi praised Yu Qi after she finished dressing up. 

Yu Qi put on the dress that Long Hui bought together with the blood jade necklace and the pair of 

earrings. As for her face, she just wore red lipstick. She did not need to wear makeup. One red lipstick 

already enticed her white face. 



"Master don't usually dress up. When you dress up, I think no women can win against you. " Aoi praised 

her again. 

'That's right. Master is indeed a beauty.' Bo Ya joined Aoi praising for Yu Qi's beauty. 

"What a sweet mouth. I will cook for you two later. Aoi, behave. Don't cause any trouble for others and 

don't eat too much. I will ask the sister maid about you." Yu Qi gave a warning to Aoi. 

"Okay. I will behave for the sake of the Master's food." Aoi nodded firmly. 

"I will go out to meet others." Yu Qi went out of her room. 

"Oh, my... Yu Qi, even I have fallen in love with your beauty." Auntie Ming Yue said when she first saw 

Yu Qi stepped toward them. 

When hearing Ming Yue's statement, all people in the living room turned to Yu Qi. They were very 

stunned when they saw Yu Qi. It was indeed true. Yu Qi looked very very very beautiful. Even the maids 

praised the looks of their young miss. 

"Thank you, aunt Ming Yue." Yu Qi said shyly. 

"My granddaughter is always beautiful but tonight, it is on another level." Grandpa Tang said proudly. 

"I bet that Long Hui will be getting jealous tonight." Auntie Su Xiao commented. 

"Why?" Tang Jung Wen said. He did not understand. 

"A lot of men will be looking at my granddaughter. With that Brat's personality, he will be showering 

with vinegar tonight." Grandpa Tang laughed. 

Yu Qi chuckled. Grandpa Tang probably said the truth. But she wanted to show this dress to him. Since 

he was the one buying this dress for her. She could not wait to see his reaction when he saw this dress 

on her. 

"I think we should go now." Tang Jung Wen looked at his watch. 

"Yeah. We can not be late." Aunt Ming Yue said. 

"Let's go." Grandpa Tang said. 

All of them went to the car. Uncle Guan would be their driver for tonight. 

Chapter 415 - 415: Going To The Party 

They arrived at the venue of the party. It seemed many people already had arrived for the party. One by 

one exited the car. The last one who exited the car was Yu Qi. Once she stepped out from the car, 

everyone's eyes laid on her. 

The receptionist welcomed them. "May I have your invitation card?" 

The invitation card was with Yu Qi. She stepped forward, took out the invitation card and gave it to the 

receptionist. 

"We happily welcome you." The receptionist said. 



They walked in the venue. Grandpa Tang was immediately greeted by those who knew him. Yu Qi 

chuckled when she saw the troubled expression on Grandpa Tang's face. He usually did not come to this 

kind of party. Because of her, he came to this party. 

"Yu Qi." Feng Yue came and greeted Yu Qi. "Oh, my... You look gorgeous. Brother Hui's jaw will drop for 

sure." 

"You too are looking very alluring. Sure someone will be knocked out by you." Yu Qi teased Feng Yue. 

"I hope so." Feng Yue laughed. 

"Brother Hui has still not arrived yet. How can he come late?" Feng Yue looked around. "I will go and 

check it." 

Yu Qi was alone. Other family members went to greet anyone that they knew. She went to get some 

drink. As she walked to the drink's table, she could see from her corner eye that someone from her right 

side was walking towards her with a glass of wine. 'Someone wants to ruin my dress, I see.' Yu Qi pasted 

a smile on her lips. Sensing that person was about to collapse with her, she immediately dodged by 

stepping backwards. 

That person did not expect that Yu Qi would step back, so she missed her footstep and ended up falling 

to the ground. The glass wine that she held broke and the wine wetted her dress. 

"Oh, no. My dress!" She screamed. 

Her scream got the attention of people at the party. They turned to her. The scene where a girl sat on 

the ground with a girl standing nearby. Many speculators played in their minds. 

"How could you ruin my dress?" The girl stood up and accused Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi did not directly respond to the girl's accusation. Yu Qi narrowed her eyes when looking at the girl. 

She stood there proudly without any reaction. 

"Gi Na, your dress!!!" The girl's minions were coming. They showed a worried expression. 

"Apologize to Gi Na right now." The minions told Yu Qi. 

"I'm not an idiot." Yu Qi said one sentence. 

"What do you mean by that?" Gi Na shouted to Yu Qi. 

"You fall on your own. Why should I apologize to you?" Yu Qi smirked. 

"You make me fall." Gi Na accused Yu Qi again. 

"How shameless. You plot against her and fail. What, now you want her to apologize?" A familiar girl 

came and snorted to Gi Na and her minions. 

" What do you mean by that?" Gi Na shouted again to the girl. 

"This is an open space. Everyone can see each other. And I happen to see what you want to do this girl 

with these eyes." The girl pointed to her eyes. 



Gi Na's face turned ugly. 

"You are probably jealous of her looks and decided to ruin her dress so she would be embarrassed while 

wearing a wet dress, don't you?" The girl exposed all of it. 

Seeing the situation turned to bad on her side, Gi Na decided to leave. However, the girl did not allow Gi 

Na to leave. 

"Do we allow you to leave?" The girl said. 

"You... What do you want?" Gi Na said while grinding her teeth. 

"Apologize to her for accusing her, loud and clear." The girl said this sentence loudly. 

Now, everyone was waiting and looking at them. Gi Na clenched her fist. How could she... 

"It is enough. You can leave. I'm sure she already realized her mistake." Even though Yu Qi said that, she 

glared to Gi Na with cold eyes. 

Gi Na and the minions froze when they saw that cold eyes. They felt they were eyeing by some cold 

blood killer. 

"You can leave now. Or what? You still want to apologize?" The girl who had defended Yu Qi earlier 

questioned them. 

Gi Na and her minions left. The girl turned to Yu Qi. 

"Yu Qi, long time no see." The girl was Zhu Lao Lin, that girl who had competed with her in the shooting 

competition last year. 

"Hmm... How are you?" Yu Qi's face turned to normal. She smiled at her long seeing friend. 

"Good. Oh, thank you for taking care of my younger sister." Zhu Lao Lin bowed. 

"No need for that. She is a lovely girl. So, does she attend this party too?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Of course. She went to the toilet just now. Are you with your family?" Zhu Lao Ling asked back. 

"Yeah. They come with me." Yu Qi nodded. 

"Sister Yu Qi!" Someone hugged Yu Qi from behind. Yu Qi knew the person and knew that she did not 

have any ill intention to her so she just let the person hugged her. 

"Xiao Ling. Be careful." Zhu Lao Lin reminded her sister. 

"I am just so happy seeing Sister Yu Qi here." Zhu Xiao Ling pouted while letting go of Yu Qi. 

"We just did not see each other for about three weeks." Yu Qi patted Zhu Xiao Ling's head. 

"You are spoiling her." Zhu Lao Lin said. 

"Big Sis is just jealous about our relationship." Zhu Xiao Ling made a fun face to her sister. 

Yu Qi and Zhu Lao Lin laughed when seeing Zhu Xiao Ling's face. 



Chapter 416 - 416: Qi Qi, You Come. 

"You are the s.l.u.ts who have humiliated my daughter, aren't you?" A fat middle aged woman wore a 

dress that did not look very good to her came and asked in an angry tone. 

The three of the girls turned to the woman. They saw Gi Na and also her minions behind the middle 

aged woman. 

"What? Because you are afraid, you bring your own mother?" Zhu Lao Lin mocked Gi Na. 

"Your little bitch, how dare you embarrass my daughter." That middle aged woman wanted to slap Zhu 

Lao Lin. 

Before her hand landed on Zhu Lao Lin, Yu Qi stepped and held back her hand. 

"You..." That middle aged woman wanted to say some curse words to Yu Qi but the words stuck on her 

throat when seeing Yu Qi's terrifying eyes. 

She felt that the girl in front of her could make someone's blood run cold. She could feel her sweat 

running down on her back. 

"Leave us alone." Yu Qi released that middle aged woman's hand. 

She then took the tissue prepared on the drink's table and wiped her hand thoroughly which had held 

that middle aged woman's hand just now like it was something dirty. She put an arrogant face throwing 

that tissue quickly into a dustbin nearby. 

Zhu Lao Lin and Zhu Xiao Ling were holding back their laughter. 

"What is going on here?" Feng Yue came and asked. 

The middle aged woman recognized Feng Yue. Who did not know this girl? 

"Miss Feng, these three girls had humiliated my daughter. I just want justice for my daughter." The 

middle aged complained to Feng Yue. 

"Oh, is that so?" Feng Yue rolled her eyes to Gi Na. "Don't think I'm a fool? I wonder who invite you to 

this party in the first place?" 

"We..." The middle aged woman stumbled on her words. 

"Can you show me your invitation? Otherwise, please leave the venue." Feng Yue asked for the 

invitation. 

Their facial expressions changed. They came here using other people invitation cards. Not on their own. 

Gi Na wanted to ask her minions to let her borrow their invitation card but when she turned around to 

ask, she saw no one. Her so called friends had already left. They were afraid that they would have to 

suffer too. 

The middle aged woman also turned to the crowd to find her friend who had brought them here. 

However, she could not see anyone of them. So, the two pair mother and daughter was not able to 

bring out the invitation card. 



"If that so, please leave this party voluntarily. Otherwise, I will have someone to bring you two out." 

Feng Yue crossed her arms on her chest. 

"This..." The middle aged woman wanted to beg Feng Yue but Feng Yue immediately called the people 

to drag the two of them out from this venue. 

"Stupid right? If she had not come back with her mother, she would not be dragged like that. I bet she 

regretted making problem with us." Zhu Lao Lin commented. 

"There is no medicine to word 'regret'." Yu Qi added. 

"How dare she messed with my best friend?" Feng Yue said. "Oh, it is Zhu Lao Lin and Zhu Xiao Ling." 

Feng Yue saw the girls beside Yu Qi. 

"You know them?" Yu Qi asked Feng Yue. 

"Yeah. I meet them once in a gathering." Feng Yue nodded. "How do you meet them, Yu Qi?" 

"I meet Lao Lin in the shooting competition last year. Meanwhile, her younger sister, Xiao Ling is my 

junior at the university." Yu Qi explained. 

"Oh, what a coincidence." Feng Yue smiled. "Yu Qi, Brother Hui is already here. The party is about to 

begin." 

Right after Feng Yue had said the sentence, someone talked through the microphone on the stage. 

"Everyone, thank you for coming to this party. Well, I told them not to do this party but they insist. You 

know me, I don't like to attend the party. But they say, it is probably the last party that I will be 

attending except for my grandchild's wedding." Long Fei Yi began to talk. Everyone laughed. 

"It is my retirement party. It is a great pleasure to serve our nation. I hope the younger generation 

would be able to follow my legacy of protecting our nation from any kind of dangers. I don't like to 

speak longer. So enjoy the party." Long Fei Yi said. 

The audience clapped their hands. Yu Qi could see the person that she wanted to see. Long Hui was 

standing beside his grandfather looking so handsome with her black suit. After his grandfather finished 

his speech, he came down from the stage. 

The young girls were stunned when seeing a handsome man. They knew that this handsome man was 

the great general's grandson. The great general looked the same but in the older version. He was also 

already in a high position in the military and would be climbing up steadily in the future. Who did not 

want to marry such a man? 

People also wondered how did he look like when he smiling because the handsome man always wore a 

cold expression on his face. However, the rumour said, the handsome man already had a girlfriend. 

Long Hui walked across others. His destination had already been set. He already found his beloved Qi Qi 

in the sea of people. 

"Is that your cousin, Feng Yue?" Zhu Lao Lin asked. 

"Oh, yeah." Feng Yue nodded. 



"You should go to him. He probably wants to speak with you about something." Zhu Lao Lin said. 

"I don't think he wants to talk with me though." Feng Yue shook her head. 

"He is coming here for someone else." Zhu Xiao Ling said. 

"What do you mean by that?" Zhu Lao Lin did not understand. Who was the one that Long Hui come 

here for if it was not Feng Yue? She was his cousin, right? 

But Long Hui answered her questions by calling his beloved Qi Qi's name. 

"Qi Qi, you came." Long Hui smiled while looking at Yu Qi. 

Chapter 417 - 417: Heavenly Gorgeous 

The handsome man was smiling sweetly at a girl. That girl had been troubled by those two women 

earlier. Was that his girlfriend? Oh, wait.?He also caressed her face. 

Long Hui did not care what others were thinking about him. Others were not as important as his beloved 

Qi Qi. What in his mind was his beloved Qi Qi. His beloved Qi Qi looked very elegant. He felt that he had 

been bewitched by her. 

The more he looked at his beloved Qi Qi, he had suddenly remembered about this dress. This dress was 

a gift from him to her. The dress that reminded him about something naughty. 

"Qi Qi, this dress..." Long Hui wanted to say. 

"Yeah. This dress is from you. How do I look?" Yu Qi asked while smiling. 

"Heavenly gorgeous." Long Hui praised his beloved Qi Qi. 

Long Hui then leaned over to his beloved Qi Qi's right ear and whispering something. 

"You are irresistible. I want to kiss you. Including your white back." Long Hui licked his beloved Qi Qi's 

ear a little. 

Yu Qi quickly turned to Long Hui while putting her hand on her ear, covering it. On her face, a slightly red 

blush could be seen. 

"They are showing us a public display of affection." Feng Yue rolled her eyes. 

"Yeah. It is even worse during training camp." Zhu Xiao Ling added. 

"Is that your cousin really..." Zhu Lao Lin still could not believe what had happened in front of her eyes. 

She knew Long Hui for a long time ago since her father was also in the military. She often heard Long 

Hui's name being mentioned by her father saying that the man was a promising star in the military. 

Her father also had the intention to have her married to him. But he could not bring it up since Long Hui 

seemed to be uninterested in a woman. Who knows that he could show public display of affection like 

this? 

"Yeah. Probably two and a half year since he has first met Yu Qi." Feng Yue nodded. "My brother seems 

to fall in love with Yu Qi at first sight, I think." She whispered to the two of Zhu Sister. 



Long Hui was still flirting with her beloved Qi Qi without care about what had been playing in others 

mind. He did not see Yu Qi since the last date. He missed her so much. 

In the crowd, a family looked at the couple. They had different thoughts in their mind though. They were 

relatives of Long Hui. Long Chua was a nephew of Long Fei Yi.? Long Fei Yi had a half brother who had 

died a long time ago. Long Chua had a son, Long Cui Lang who was the same age as that of Long Hui and 

also a daughter, Long Hua Hong. 

"Mum, how could that bitch come and take Brother Hui from me?" Long Hua Hong complained to her 

mother, Jang Su Ren. 

"Don't worry, my dear. I bet your Grandpa Yi would not accept a woman like that in the family." Jang Su 

Ren calmed up her daughter. 

"But that Feng Yue seems to have a good relationship with that bitch." Long Hua Hong pointed towards 

Feng Yue who was standing beside Yu Qi. 

"That girl's surname is Feng. Her words do not value in our family." Jang Su Ren said. 

"But she looks very beautiful. I wonder how she feels in bed?" Long Cui Lang commented in a low voice 

but his sister seemed to hear his sentence. 

"What? You are interested in that woman?" Long Hua Hong displayed a disgusting look. 

'' Girls like her are probably good in the bed." Long Cui Lang smiled luckily. 

Long Hua Hong knew about her brother. He liked to play with girls. Some of them were r.a.p.ed by her 

brother. Of course, she also played a role. Some of the girls were someone whom she had hated. So, she 

drugged them and sent them to her brother. 

"Work together tonight?" Long Cui Lang looked at Long Hua Hong. 

"Great." Long Hua Hong smiled. 

"Do you bring things?" Long Cui Lang asked. Without those things, they could not do anything. 

"Don't worry, bro. They are in my bag. I am always prepared." Long Hua Hong nodded. 

"Good." Long Cui Lang gave a thumbs up to his younger sister. 

Long Hui and Yu Qi still did not know that the two siblings would be going to plot against them. Long Hui 

and Yu Qi went to go to find Grandpa Tang because Long Hui wanted to greet him. They could see 

Grandpa Tang was surrounded by people. Tang Jung Wen, Auntie Ming Yue and Auntie Su Xiao were 

also here. 

"Grandfather." Yu Qi called Grandpa Tang. 

"Elder Tang." Long Hui greeted Grandpa Tang. 

"Oh, my beloved granddaughter." Grandpa Tang called Yu Qi happily. Then he turned to Long Hui. "Oh, it 

is Long Brat." 



"Thank you for coming here, Elder Tang, Uncle and Aunties. I hope you enjoy yourself." Long Hui turned 

blind to the way Grandpa Tang called him. 

The onlookers were looking at them. It seemed this girl was Master Tang's granddaughter who had been 

adopted. So, she was together with Long Hui. However, from Master Tang's tone, he seemed not to like 

Long Hui much. 

"Oh, Hui. You have already seen Yu Qi. What do you think about her looks?" Auntie Ming Yue smiled to 

Yu Qi and asked Long Hui. 

Auntie Su Xiao was also excited to hear Long Hui's answer. 

"My beloved Qi Qi is always beautiful but today she seems emits charm more than ever." Long Hui said 

while smiling gently to Yu Qi. 

The two aunties were satisfied with Long Hui's answer as they giggled. 

Chapter 418 - 418: You Are Just A Daughter Of Homewrecker 

"Let's go and greet my grandfather." Long Hui said to Yu Qi. 

"Oh, yeah. I want to give my gift to him too. Let's go together." Feng Yue smiled. 

"Grandfather." Feng Yue called Long Fei Yi. 

"Slow down, Little Yue. You will fall down." Long Fei Yi advised. 

Long Fei Yi was very gentle to his only granddaughter while very strict to his grandson. 

"Grandpa. I have a present for you." Feng Yue brought out the box. 

Long Fei Yi aka Grandpa Long took the box. "Thank you, Little Yue." 

"I choose this together with Yu Qi last week at Antique Street." Feng Yue said. 

Grandpa Long turned to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi smiled and bowed politely to Grandpa Long. 

"General Long, congratulations on your retirement." Yu Qi said. 

"Don't call me general since I have already retired. Call me grandfather." This made people around them 

looked at Yu Qi and Grandpa Long. 

Had Great General Long Fei Yi already decided on his granddaughter in law? People wondered whether 

he already met this girl before. 

Long Chua's family was also standing nearby heard that sentence. The one that could not accept the 

news was Long Hua Hong. She clenched her fists. How could someone like her be given approval from 

her uncle grandfather? 

"Okay, Grandfather. I will follow your saying." Yu Qi said humbly. 



Grandpa Long narrowed his eyes for one second. He really could not read this girl. This girl was tough 

like his grandson. Such a good choice of a granddaughter in law. 

"I brewed some medicinal wine. However, I don't bring them here. I will give to you later." Yu Qi smiled. 

"Oh, really? Okay. I will be looking forward to them." Grandpa Long nodded several times. He heard 

about the wine which this girl had brewed from that Old Man Feng. He has already tasted some of it. 

"Oh, Yu Qi, don't forget about me. The one you have given to me has already finished." Grandpa Feng 

just came heard and joined the conversation. 

"Humph, what do you think my granddaughter is a brewer wine for you?" Grandpa Tang glared at 

Grandpa Feng. 

"Jiang Man, you are stingy. You don't give that 1000 years old ginseng wine. I just want to taste some." 

Grandpa Feng made a face. 

"That wine is given by my beloved granddaughter. And it has very precious 1000 years old ginseng. And 

don't say that I don't give to you. I gave you one cup last time." Grandpa Tang bickered with Grandpa 

Feng. 'How dare he said that I'm stingy?' 

"Just one cup. Humph!" Grandpa Feng did not want to lose. 

"1000 years old ginseng? Wow, it is very precious." Grandpa Long interrupted. 

"Of course. That shows how my granddaughter loves me." Grandpa Tang bragged proudly about his 

granddaughter. 

"Oh, I would like to taste some." Grandpa Long said. 

"Humph, I can just give one cup." Grandpa Tang rolled his eyes. 'Your grandson kidnap my 

granddaughter. You dare ask for my wine?' 

Yu Qi had been listening to these old men bickering felt embarrassed. She had not expected these old 

men would bicker like this. 

The onlookers looked at the scene. The three powerful men altogether. One could shake the business 

world, another one had his name and a legend in the medical world and the last one was a great general 

and powerful figure in the military. And now they were fighting for the wine. 

"Let me go. My grandfather is in the party." A girl shouted at the entrance of the party. 

"Grandfather, I'm here." The girl waved to someone. 

Feng Yue and Grandpa Long changed their expression when they saw the girl. 

"Ma Ri, what are you doing here?" Grandpa Feng frowned. 

Seeing Grandpa Feng recognised the girl, the men that held the girl released her. 

"See, that is my grandfather. I don't lie. I will make sure you lose your job." This girl was Feng Ma Ri, the 

stepsister of Feng Yue. 



Feng Ma Ri approached Grandpa Feng proudly. 

"Grandfather, you should bring me too." Feng Ma Ri pouted. 

"Ma Ri, what are you doing here?" Grandpa Feng asked again. 

"Obviously, I come to the party." Feng Ma Ri did not realize the situation. 

"Who tell you?" Grandpa Feng already told Feng Cho Kang, Feng Yue's father that the great general did 

not want them to come to his party. 

"My maid. Grandfather, you are biased. You should bring me too, not only Older Sister." Feng Ma Ri 

looked at Feng Yue. 

She then turned to Long Hui. She greeted Long Hui with a shy greeting. "Brother Hui, you are here too." 

Long Hui did not bother to acknowledge the girl. He rather looked at his beloved Qi Qi. 

Feng Ma Ri knew that Long Hui had ignored her. He always did. But today was different. He paid 

attention to the girl beside him. What the heck? Who was this girl? Why was Brother Hui holding her 

hand? 

However, Feng Ma Ri did not have the chance to ask because Grandpa Long asked the men to drag Feng 

Ma Ri out from this party. He did not give any face to Grandpa Feng. 

Feng Ma Ri was dumbfounded when the same men earlier grabbed her. 

"Grandfather, ask them to let me go." Feng Ma Ri said. 

"Ma Ri, you should not come here. Go home." Grandpa Feng said. 

"But why? Why does Feng Yue can stay?" Feng Ma Ri shouted. 

"Because she is my granddaughter. Not you. You are just a daughter of homewrecker." This time was 

not Grandpa Feng answered, Grandpa Long, said in complete disgust. He glared at Feng Ma Ri like she 

was an ant that he could crush her easily. 

Feng Ma Ri frozen. She was very afraid of Grandpa Long. She remembered that this man who had looked 

like the older version of Long Hui was the maternal grandfather of Feng Yue. He was the Great General 

of this nation. She had met this man before. She remembered that this man beat her father until her 

father ended up in the hospital for one month. 

Actually, Feng Ma Ri came to his party, not knowing that this party was Grandpa Long's retirement 

party. The maids only told her that her grandfather went to the party with Feng Yue. When she heard 

about it, she was angry. Her grandfather always gave nice things to Feng Yue first. If she knew Grandpa 

Long would be here, she would not come here. 

Feng Ma Ri just let those men dragged her away. Her legs gave up her strength due to Grandpa Long. 

Grandpa Feng sighed. That was his granddaughter too. 

"I will excuse myself first." Grandpa Feng said. He then walked away from the party. He had to bring 

Feng Ma Ri home. 



The audience watched the scene. They knew that the only daughter of great general was married to Old 

Man Feng's son. When the Grandpa Long's daughter died, Feng Cho Kang brought in a woman and a 

daughter. The worse was the daughter was one year younger than Feng Yue. Meaning Feng Cho Kang 

was already cheating on his daughter a long time ago. The great general did not give any face to Old 

Man Feng at all. 

Chapter 419 - 419: Another Shameless Woman 

"Grandfather, just ignore unimportant person like her." Feng Yue advised her Grandpa Long. 

"Yeah. Let's continue the party." Grandpa Long calmed down himself and said to the audience. "You, 

young people can enjoy yourself." 

"I'm going to greet others. Stay with Yue. Don't seduce other men." The last sentence was whispered 

into her ear by Long Hui. 

Yu Qi glared to Long Hui. "You too don't seduce other women." 

"I will follow your order, my queen." Long Hui gave Yu Qi a quick kiss to which Yu Qi did not have time to 

respond. Then he left. 

Yu Qi just looked at Long Hui who had escaped very quickly. Then she heard some giggling beside her. 

She turned over and saw Feng Yue and Zhu Lao Lin giggled with each other while looking at her with Zhu 

Xiao Ling. 

"How sweet. I wish that I have a boyfriend like him too." Zhu Lao Lin said. 

"I have never thought that my older cousin will be so sweet." Feng Yue commented. 

The two of them teased Yu Qi. Zhu Xiao Ling on the side was just laughing. Feng Yue immediately 

stopped laughing. Others watched Feng Yue and were astonished by her. 

"Yu Qi, alert. Another shameless woman will try to shame you." Feng Yue gave her warning while 

looking at one direction. 

"Hi, Cousin Yue. It has been a long time since we have met each other. I'm happy to see you." Long Hua 

Hong came to greet Feng Yue. 

"Well, I'm not happy to see you at all." Feng Yue rolled her eyes. 

"Cousin Yue, how can you say that?" Long Hua Hong made a sad face. 

Feng Yue did not respond to Long Hua Hong. She used to play with Long Hua Hong when she was a kid. 

However, Long Hua Hong liked to bully Feng Yue with her brother. And when that happened, Long Hui 

saved her. Only when she got older, she knew that Long Hua Hong was jealous of her because of her 

status being Grandpa Long's granddaughter. 

Also, Long Hua Hong liked Long Hui since she was a kid. But Long Hui was always cold to others except 

for Feng Yue and Grandpa Long. So, that led to Long Hua Hong's hate for Feng Yue. Now, Yu Qi appeared 

beside Long Hui. She would be Long Hua Hong's target as well. 



"And what we have here? Are you guys friends of Cousin Yue?" Long Hua Hong looked at Zhu Sisters and 

Yu Qi. 

"Yes, we are." Zhu Lao Lin answered. 

"May I know your name?" Long Hua Hong smiled like an innocent girl. 

"I'm Zhu Lao Lin. This is my younger sister, Zhu Xiao Ling and this is Tang Yu Qi." Zhu Lao Lin introduced 

themselves to Long Hua Hong. 

"I see. I'm from Long Family, Long Hua Hong." Long Hua Hong introduced her name proudly. She wanted 

these girls to know that she was from Long Family. 

"Yeah. Long Family's side branch." Feng Yue sneered. 

"You... Cousin Yue. How could you say that?" Long Hua Hong clenched her fists. She always introduced 

herself like that. When people heard that she was from Long Family, people would think that she was 

from the great general's family and people would flatter her. 

"Well, I have known that the truth always hurts." Feng Yue added. 

Long Hua Hong ignored Feng Yue. Her aim for today was Yu Qi. How dare she get close with Long Hui? 

"I saw that you are close to Brother Hui too much." Long Hua Hong turned to Yu Qi. 

"Of course. There is nothing wrong with it. Yu Qi is Brother Hui's girlfriend." Yu Qi did not respond but 

Feng Yue did. 

"Really? How long have you been together with Brother Hui? How do I not know about it?" Long Hua 

Hong's eyes flashed a malicious intention. 

"We are together for about 2 years." Yu Qi smiled when she noticed the look in Long Hua Hong's eyes. 

"Why should you have to know? What are you to Brother Hui? Should he report something like that to 

you?" Feng Yue replied to the last question of Long Hua Hong. 

"Cousin Yue..." Long Hua Hong could not manage to finish her sentence. 

"When did my grandmother give birth to your father? Stop calling me Cousin Yue. I'm sick hearing that." 

Feng Yue snorted while rolling her eyes. 

"Feng Yue, you are just from Feng Family. Don't forget your surname." Long Hua Hong could not receive 

another word from Feng Yue anymore, so she retorted back. 

"Yeah, my surname is Feng but I'm a direct descendant of my grandfather. Not like you that using my 

grandfather's name to get people to flatter you." Feng Yue did not lose in the verbal battle. 

Zhu Sisters and Yu Qi only watched the two arguing each other. They knew Feng Yue was winning in 

their argument when Long Hua Hong could not find any word to retort back. 

"Miss Tang, long time no see." A husky voice disturbed them. All of them turned to the voice. 

Yu Qi smiled when she saw Qin Xia in front of them. 



"Mr Qin, same here. Are you attending this party as well?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Yeah. It seems Miss Tang has become more and more beautiful." Qin Xia sincerely praised Yu Qi's 

beauty. 

"Thank you." Yu Qi smiled. 

"You! How dare you flirt with another man since you already have Brother Hui as your boyfriend? I will 

tell Brother Hui about this." Long Hua Hong felt angry and a little bit jealous when the man did not even 

look at her. 

"I dare to bet that Brother Hui will ignore you. So, don't waste your time." Feng Yue helped Yu Qi to 

reply. 

Chapter 420 - 420: Punishment For Her 

Long Hua Hong left them angrily. 

"Have I made trouble for you?" Qin Xia asked. 

Yu Qi shook her head. "Don't mind her. She is just an unimportant person." 

"I see. I just want to greet you. Well, since it has done. I will leave first." Qin Xia nodded to Yu Qi and 

other women around Yu Qi then left. 

"Yu Qi, Yu Qi, Yu Qi, tell me. Who was that charming man?" Zhu Lao Lin asked excitedly. 

Yu Qi chuckled. "So, that kind is your type?" 

"I am just asking." Zhu Lao Lin pouted. 

"He is Qin Xia. He is an acquaintance. I have just met him several times." Yu Qi told them. 

"Really? I don't think that he feels the same way." Feng Yue poked her waist. 

"Really but that is not my problem." Yu Qi did not care how men feel about her. 

"It is an indirect way to tell that you only have Brother Hui in your mind." Feng Yue laughed. 

"Of course, I'm in her mind." Long Hui casually put his hand on Yu Qi's waist. 

"Done greeting?" Yu Qi looked at Long Hui. 

"Yeah. I'm done." Long Hui nodded. 

The three of the girls in front of them had been ignored by them. They seemed to forget they were here. 

"Feng Yue, is this really your older cousin, Long Hui?" Zhu Lao Lin whispered, asking Feng Yue about this 

because she still could not believe this was Long Hui that she had heard about. 

Since they had a family of the military background, her father often mentioned about Long Hui. Her 

father also liked to praise Long Hui because he was a promising soldier. She had heard that he was a 

handsome man but disliked women very much. She even heard the rumour saying that he had made a 

woman suffer when she threw herself on him. 



"Yeah. In the beginning, I was also dumbfound like you. But after a while, and the dog food which have 

been ?given by them, I believe it. Let me tell you. It is Brother Hui who have? fallen in love with Yu Qi 

first." Feng Yue replied back while whispering. 

"What? Really? Well, I can understand. With Yu Qi's beauty, it is not impossible." Zhu Lao Lin nodded. 

"I agree. Sister Yu Qi is indeed a beautiful woman." Zhu Xiao Ling also agreed. 

Yu Qi laughed making the girls turned back their attention to the couple. It seemed they were flirting 

each other. 

"Brother Hui, you should get married soon." Feng Yue commented. 

"Of course I want to. I am just waiting for Qi Qi to agree." Long Hui smiled while looking at Yu Qi gently. 

The three girls felt they had been given dog food again. This couple had thrown too much PDA. 

"I want to bring Yu Qi somewhere." Long Hui told the three girls and left without hearing anything from 

them. 

The three of them looked at each other and thinking the same thing. They wanted a boyfriend too. 

Long Hui brought Yu Qi away from the party. They headed out to someplace. Yu Qi did not know where 

Long Hui wanted to bring her. So she just followed him obediently. 

Arriving at a place wherd no one was there, and hidden from anyone's view, Long Hui kissed Yu Qi 

passionately. The kiss was very domineering. Like he was angry about something. He kissed her until Yu 

Qi felt? the lack of air. Until then, Long Hui let her go. 

"Qi Qi, you are looking beautiful in the dress. I like it but somehow I hate it too." Long Hui eyeing Yu Qi 

like an?eagle eyeing his prey. 

"Huh? Why?" Yu Qi did not understand. This dress was from him. 

"I don't want other men to see you." Long Hui was jealous. He was indeed happy when his beloved Qi Qi 

wore his gift. But when facing the eyes of other men which had stared at his beloved Qi Qi, he really did 

not like it. 

Yu Qi now understood. Her Hui was jealous. She chuckled. 

"Why are you laughing now?" Long Hui said like he was pouting. 

"Brother Hui, you are so cute." Yu Qi caressed Long Hui's face. 

Long Hui's eyes darkened. Calling him cute, his beloved Qi Qi needed some punishment. Long Hui once 

again attacked Yu Qi's lips. His tongue?intruded his beloved Qi Qi's mouth and played around with her 

tongue. 

Besides that, Long Hui also grabbed her b.r.e.a.s.t. He kneaded her b.r.e.a.s.t. Yu Qi m.o.a.ned without 

realizing it. Her legs lost her strength. So, she leaned on Long Hui's body. Only then Long Hui released 

her from kissing. 

Yu Qi breathed quickly catching the air. After she felt she was stable, she glared at Long Hui. 



However, Long Hui took the glare as a provocation. He shamelessly asked Yu Qi a question. 

"Do you want it again?" 

"I want to go to the restroom." Yu Qi stated. 

She wanted to fix her appearance. She was pretty sure that if she returned back to the party like this, 

her grandfather would have many questions to ask her. And her two aunties would be giggling with each 

other. 

"Okay. Let me lead the way." Long Hui knew that his beloved Qi Qi was angry at him. Well, he had 

already got his kisses for today. So, he would be satisfied for now. 

Yu Qi just followed Long Hui. Since he knew the way, she would not get lost. After fixing her appearance, 

the two of them entered the party venue back. 

 


